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AUTHOR BIO

E.K. Barnes is the author of the Diviner’s

Legacy series. In the past, E.K. owned and

operated Scribe Stash, a personalized

subscription box service for readers and

writers, where she also participated in writing

and editing book, movie, and product reviews.

She has been interviewed by Outlet Publishing

Group and Double the Books Magazine

regarding her writing endeavors and her work

with Scribe Stash, respectively. E.K. is a

member of the Independent Author Network.

She holds a passion for awareness and

advocacy work, specifically regarding social

issues and mental health.

CONTACT INFO

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ekbarnesauthor

Twitter: @ellisa4achange

Instagram: @ekbarnes_author

TikTok: @ekbarnes_author

Website: www.ekbarnesauthor.com

Email: ekbarnesauthor@gmail.com



SAMPLE Q&A

WHAT BOOKS DID YOU

GROW UP READING?

"I loved to read as a child. I remember getting

a box set of the Junie B. Jones series when I

was either in kindergarten or first grade. I

ended up reading those books really quickly

and fell in love with Junie B. Jones, always

anticipating the next release. I would save my

money so I could buy more of those books. As

I grew older, I got into fantasy a little bit,

enjoying books about mermaids and magic. I

loved the Twilight series and the Percy

Jackson series when I was in middle school. In

high school and college, I mainly stuck to

contemporary or realistic fiction, reading

works by Ellen Hopkins and Rainbow Rowell."

WHEN DID YOU FIRST

START WRITING?

"I started writing when I was a kid. I would write

all sorts of short stories. In fact, it would bother

me a lot that I’d get to the climax so quickly in

my writing, because I wanted to be able to

stretch out a story long enough to be a novel. In

the fifth grade, I started outlining a book called

Everyone’s Different that was originally

contemporary realistic fiction, but I couldn’t

keep my love for fantasy out of it and ended up

giving those characters powers. It dealt with

some heavy real world issues and kind of

evolved from there into a series. That book

came out this past October with an updated

storyline. It ended up being called When the

Divine Are Dead."



SAMPLE Q&A CONT.

WHAT IS YOUR

FAVORITE BOOKISH

QUOTE?

"One of my favorite bookish quotes would

have to be from The Perks of Being a

Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky. It’s a little

typical, but I find it to hold true. 'We accept

the love we think we deserve.'"

WHAT WAS THE

INSPIRATION FOR WHEN

THE DIVINE ARE DEAD?

"I’m not really sure what the original inspiration

for this story was. When I first came up with the

characters as well as the original storyline, I

was only ten years old. That age seems to be

when some of the darker realities of life make

themselves known. For some, it’s earlier, but for

me, it was a point when I really became

fascinated with hard topics. I wanted to be

able to tackle those issues—issues that other

kids were maybe facing—and be able to write a

redemption story out of them. When I dug out all

my old notes last year to rewrite this story with

a new spin, it was at a strange time in my life. I

found myself thinking about the opening scene

in the first chapter for the first time in a long

time. In fact, out of the blue, I was so inspired

to write it that I stopped what I was doing at my

day job and wrote out the first couple

paragraphs. That’s when I decided I was back in

the writing game. I had been struggling with

heavy writer’s block for years before that day.

I’m so glad that I decided to pick this book back

up. It’s been a real adventure."



SAMPLE Q&A CONT.

WHAT IS THE KEY

THEME AND/OR

MESSAGE IN WHEN THE

DIVINE ARE DEAD?

"The key theme of When the Divine Are Dead

ended up being about racism and racial

prejudice, specifically toward the Romani

people. It was not a theme that I intended on

using. I usually shied away from those topics.

The original story had ties to World War II, but

those ties were hardly discussed. In fact, my

characters were not originally of Romani or

Jewish descent, although they had been

targeted during the war. This time around, I

got about a third of the way through writing

the first draft when I realized that the story

wouldn’t be complete without that tie-in,

especially if I was to continue referencing the

Second World War. It made a lot more sense

for my characters to be Romani, which ended

up fueling the main issue in the storyline. The

second I decided to include that, the entire

story fell together perfectly."

TELL US ABOUT THE

PROCESS FOR COMING

UP WITH THE COVER.

"The book cover was designed by my sister, KT

Barnes, who had recently graduated with a

bachelor’s degree in graphic design. We

actually went through several different designs

before landing on the current one. She insisted

on reading the book first before she tried to

come up with any design ideas so that she..."

(see next page)



SAMPLE Q&A CONT.
(cont.) "...could get an accurate feel for what

the book was about. She read the first draft

since it was still in its editing stages when she

came up with the design. At first, she wanted to

include the chandelier from chapter thirteen on

the cover. The chandelier scene is an important

part of the book. It occurs when the characters

first realize that they’re being targeted. One of

the characters ends up magically recreating

this room, the chandelier doubling in size, it’s

crystals reaching the floor. It’s actually a pretty

fun scene. However, the design that she came

up with was something I didn’t really like for the

front cover. Eventually, we landed on the idea

of the crystal ball. The narrator’s mother is a

fortune teller, so it was an ode to her career.

Not only that, but there are several psychics in

the story who fear trouble is coming. My

narrator, Bradley, ended up on the cover inside

the crystal ball, running from an unknown

danger. This is kind of a shout-out to his fear

that he is the trouble that everyone’s been

warning about. Bradley is very insecure about

himself. He’s constantly feeling like he is running

from his problems."

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY

IS YOUR MOST

INTERESTING WRITING

QUIRK?

"I would say one of my most interesting writing

quirks would be that I write the old-fashioned

way. The ideas flow way better when I have a

pencil in my hand than when I’m staring at a

screen. That doesn’t seem to be very common

anymore. I know so many authors and writers

who cringe at the idea. I wrote most of When

the Divine Are Dead on..." (see next page)



SAMPLE Q&A CONT.
(cont.) "...paper. Since I work full time outside

of my writing career, I’m always carrying paper

wherever I go in case I am struck with

inspiration while I’m away from my personal

computer. I can often be seen carrying a

notebook or binder around or jotting a few

sentences down on sticky notes."

DESCRIBE YOUR

PERFECT BOOK HERO OR

HEROINE.

"My perfect book hero is the classic “normal

girl” trope who happens upon something

magical. She’s a quick study, but might

underestimate her strength until it comes down

to the climax when she learns she’s stronger

than she thinks she is. I love that version of a

book’s hero as it’s deeply relatable."

DESCRIBE YOUR

WRITING SPACE.

"I don’t really have a specific writing space. I

wish I did. I’ve been thinking about setting one

up, but I know I won’t use it. I’m very much the

type of person who writes whenever inspiration

strikes her, which means I am everywhere when I

am writing. It can be hard to pin down a

specific place that would be good for me. My

mind is always wandering off, which means I

sometimes have to physically chase my

imagination."



PRESS RELEASE FOR
WHEN THE DIVINE
ARE DEAD

"A CAPTIVATING YA

FANTASY THAT WEAVES

REAL-WORLD ISSUES

AND SURREAL MAGICAL

ELEMENTS INTO ONE

INTRIGUING PACKAGE."

For fans of I Am Number Four and Orphan

Monster Spy, comes the story of a trauma-

riddled fourteen-year-old. Bradley comes from

a powerful Romani lineage called the diviners,

but soon learns having powers isn't all it's

cracked up to be. His family and friends face

constant persecution and quickly find

themselves in deep water when they realize

their location has been exposed.

HOW CAN I GET A

REVIEW COPY?

Contact E.K. Barnes at

ekbarnesauthor@gmail.com to request a free

review copy of When the Divine Are Dead.

Formats available: Paperback, eBook, & PDF

BOOK DETAILS

Publication Date: October 27th, 2020

Publisher: E.K. Barnes (Self-Published)

Available for Purchase on Amazon, Barnes &

Noble, and available upon request at most book

stores.



PRESS RELEASE FOR
IN THE CASE OF
OUR FATE

"THE CAPTIVATING

SEQUEL TO WHEN THE

DIVINE ARE DEAD THAT

WEAVES HOT TOPIC

ISSUES INTO A WORLD

OF FANTASTICAL

ELEMENTS."

Bradley and the diviners return only a few

months after their encounter with dangerous

neo-Nazis only to find themselves caught up in

a government conspiracy theory involving a

secret cure to a common disease. Feeling

confident from their win in the neo-Nazi bunker,

they dive headfirst into a nearby government

laboratory without a proper plan.

HOW CAN I GET A

REVIEW COPY?

Contact E.K. Barnes at

ekbarnesauthor@gmail.com to request a free

review copy of In the Case of Our Fate.

Formats available: Paperback, eBook, & PDF

BOOK DETAILS

Publication Date: November 9th, 2021

Publisher: E.K. Barnes (Self-Published)

Available for Purchase on Amazon, Barnes &

Noble, and available upon request at most book

stores.



SELL SHEET FOR
WHEN THE DIVINE
ARE DEAD
When the Divine Are Dead

Book 1 of the Diviner’s Legacy series

Author: E.K. Barnes

YA Contemporary Fantasy

ISBN: 979-8642450123

Format: 5 x 0.74 x 8 Paperback

Publication Date: October 27th, 2020

Pages: 296

List Price: $12.99 on Amazon

Contact:

ekbarnesauthor@gmail.com

BRADLEY'S PROBLEMS WON'T
QUIT. NEITHER WILL HE.

When the diviners were rounded up and slaughtered

in World War II, they were believed by a few Nazi

supporters to be extinct. Fourteen-year-old Bradley

doesn’t know his people’s existence is that dire of a

secret. Not until he reunites with his godsister, who

shares with him stories of the diviners’ rough past

and secretive present. Bradley has a few dark stories

of his own that he keeps hidden. He’s been targeted

before, narrowly escaping death. When their pasts

inevitably catch up to the present, the diviners must

once again fight for their lives.

REVIEWERS SAY...

"A captivating YA fantasy that weaves real-world

issues and surreal magical elements into one

intriguing package." - Jennifer Webb

"An all around great read by an up and coming

author. The story is engaging and captured my

attention the entire time I was reading it. I would

highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to

escape for a few hours." – Brandon J.



BOOK EXCERPT FROM
WHEN THE DIVINE ARE
DEAD

"I wondered if the gas would kill me

quickly or if I would suffer, choking and

sputtering as I gasped for clean air. I

thought about what Serena had told me—

how four thousand Romani, some of them

diviners, were killed this way in a single

day at the Auschwitz-Birkenau death

camp. Four. Thousand. People. I guess the

Nazis haven’t changed much since then.

Was it easier for them? To not have literal

blood on their hands? Easier for us to die

in a room far away from them? A room far

away where the only evidence of our

deaths could be chalked up to respiratory

failure or asphyxiation? Would they bury

our bodies—our powers along with us—in

the state park above, or would they

dispose of us elsewhere? Maybe they

would burn our remains—cremate us

beyond recognition—and scatter our

ashes haphazardly until all traces of us

were gone. No one would be the wiser.

Not even the Lawrence Police Department

down the street.

They weren’t planning to kill us. They were

planning to destroy us."


